
What is New Source Review 
(NSR)

uuFederal Program established by the Clean Federal Program established by the Clean 
Air Act (CAA)Air Act (CAA)

uuRegulates air pollutants for which there is a Regulates air pollutants for which there is a 
National Ambient Air Quality Standards National Ambient Air Quality Standards 
(NAAQS)(NAAQS)

uuDesign to reduce air emissions in areas not Design to reduce air emissions in areas not 
presently meeting the NAAQS from the presently meeting the NAAQS from the 
construction or modification of  major construction or modification of  major 
sourcessources



Pennsylvania’s New Source 
Review Regulations

uu25 Pa. Code Chapter 127,  Subchapter E25 Pa. Code Chapter 127,  Subchapter E
uu Implements the requirements of  Title I of Implements the requirements of  Title I of 

the federal Clean Air Act Amendments of the federal Clean Air Act Amendments of 
19901990

uuEnsures that new or modified source Ensures that new or modified source 
emissions do not interfere with the federally emissions do not interfere with the federally 
mandated reasonable further progress (RFP) mandated reasonable further progress (RFP) 
programprogram



Potential to Emit (PTE)

uuThe maximum capacity, taking into account all The maximum capacity, taking into account all 
federally enforceable physical or operational federally enforceable physical or operational 
limitations, of a source to emit a specific limitations, of a source to emit a specific 
pollutant  pollutant  



NSR Applicability
uuFacilities which submit a plan approval application Facilities which submit a plan approval application 

after January 15, 1994; or facilities which were after January 15, 1994; or facilities which were 
deactivated > 1 yr. and want to reactivate and are deactivated > 1 yr. and want to reactivate and are 
not in compliance w/reactivation requirements in not in compliance w/reactivation requirements in 
127.215 127.215 and:and:

uuMeet the NSR threshold limits for potential to emitMeet the NSR threshold limits for potential to emit
VOCsVOCs,, NOxNOx,, SOxSOx, particulate matter, PM, particulate matter, PM--10 10 
precursors, PMprecursors, PM--10, lead or CO10, lead or CO

uuNOTE:NOTE: Sources installed prior to 1/15/94 that did Sources installed prior to 1/15/94 that did 
not obtain a plan approval previously are not not obtain a plan approval previously are not 
retroactively subject to NSRretroactively subject to NSR



Major NSR Facility
uuA facility, located in aA facility, located in a nonattainmentnonattainment area or having area or having 

an impact on aan impact on a nonattainmentnonattainment area, which has the area, which has the 
potential to emit a pollutant, including fugitives, potential to emit a pollutant, including fugitives, 
equal to or greater than an applicable annual equal to or greater than an applicable annual 
emissions rate in Section 127.203emissions rate in Section 127.203

uuEncompasses all sources, regardless of Standard Encompasses all sources, regardless of Standard 
Industrial Classification (SIC) Codes, which are Industrial Classification (SIC) Codes, which are 
located on contiguous or adjacent properties under located on contiguous or adjacent properties under 
the common control of a person or entity  (See the common control of a person or entity  (See 
Example 1 in NSR Case Studies document)Example 1 in NSR Case Studies document)



Major NSR Facility (Cont.)

uuA facility located in a severe ( Philadelphia A facility located in a severe ( Philadelphia 
CMSA)  area with the potential to emit  25CMSA)  area with the potential to emit  25
tpytpy or more ofor more of VOCsVOCs oror NOxNOx on or after on or after 
11/15/92, is a major NSR facility11/15/92, is a major NSR facility

uuA facility located in an outside Philadelphia A facility located in an outside Philadelphia 
CMSA area with the potential to emit 50CMSA area with the potential to emit 50
tpytpy or more ofor more of VOCsVOCs or 100or 100 tpytpy ofof NOxNOx
on or after 11/15/92, is a major NSR facilityon or after 11/15/92, is a major NSR facility



Ozone Classification

uuThe Philadelphia CMSA is classified as severeThe Philadelphia CMSA is classified as severe
nonattainmentnonattainment for ozonefor ozone

uuThe remainder of the  state is treated as a moderate The remainder of the  state is treated as a moderate 
ozoneozone nonattainmentnonattainment area forarea for VOCsVOCs andand NOxNOx



VOC and NOx NSR Major Source 
Thresholds Outside the Philadelphia 

CMSA 
uuNew facility or modification to an existing non major New facility or modification to an existing non major 

facility with the potential to emitfacility with the potential to emit
–– 100 TPY or more of100 TPY or more of NOxNOx oror
–– 50 TPY or more of50 TPY or more of VOCsVOCs

uu New source at an existing major facility which, when New source at an existing major facility which, when 
aggregated with the other emissions, aggregated with the other emissions, increases the potential increases the potential 
to emit by:to emit by: 40 TPY, 1000 lbs/day, or 100 lbs/hr, whichever 40 TPY, 1000 lbs/day, or 100 lbs/hr, whichever 
is most restrictive  is most restrictive  

See Examples 2,3 and 4 in NSR Case Studies See Examples 2,3 and 4 in NSR Case Studies 
documentdocument



VOC and NOx NSR Major 
Source Thresholds Within

Philadelphia CMSA 
uuNew facility or modification to an existing non New facility or modification to an existing non 

major facility with the  potential to emit 25 TPY or major facility with the  potential to emit 25 TPY or 
more ofmore of NOxNOx oror VOCsVOCs

uuNew source at an existing major facility which, New source at an existing major facility which, 
when aggregated with the other emissions, when aggregated with the other emissions, increases increases 
the potential to emit by:the potential to emit by: 25 TPY, 1000 lbs/day, or 25 TPY, 1000 lbs/day, or 
100 lbs/hr, whichever is most restrictive100 lbs/hr, whichever is most restrictive



Criteria Pollutant Thresholds

uuThreshold levels for the other criteria Threshold levels for the other criteria 
pollutants can be found in section 127.203.pollutants can be found in section 127.203.



Applicability Determination

uu Identifies whether or not the increase in emissions Identifies whether or not the increase in emissions 
from a proposed new or  modified facility is subject from a proposed new or  modified facility is subject 
to NSRto NSR

uuDetermines NSR applicability by calculating the net Determines NSR applicability by calculating the net 
emissions increases, including fugitive emissions, emissions increases, including fugitive emissions, 
which are aggregated from all sources on which are aggregated from all sources on 
contiguous or adjacent properties under common contiguous or adjacent properties under common 
control of the same personcontrol of the same person



Major Modification
uuA physical change or change in the method of  A physical change or change in the method of  

operation of a major facility that would result in an operation of a major facility that would result in an 
increase in emissions equal to or exceeding an increase in emissions equal to or exceeding an 
emission rate threshold or significant level specified emission rate threshold or significant level specified 
in Section 127.203 in Section 127.203 

uu A physical change or change in the method of A physical change or change in the method of 
operation does not include routine repairs  and operation does not include routine repairs  and 
maintenance, a change in the hours of operation or maintenance, a change in the hours of operation or 
an increase in the rate of production unless an increase in the rate of production unless 
prohibited by a permit conditionprohibited by a permit condition



De Minimis Emission Increase 
at Major facilities

uuAn increase in actual or potential emissions which An increase in actual or potential emissions which 
is below the pollutant threshold limits specified in is below the pollutant threshold limits specified in 
Section 127.203Section 127.203

uuDeDe minimisminimis emission increases are aggregated emission increases are aggregated 
during the  applicability accounting period during the  applicability accounting period 
described in Sections 127.203 and 127.211described in Sections 127.203 and 127.211

uuSources of minor significance under Section Sources of minor significance under Section 
127.14 are considered de127.14 are considered de minimisminimis increases for the increases for the 
purposes of aggregationpurposes of aggregation



Applicability Period 
Calculations

uuApplicability accounting period  begins at the time Applicability accounting period  begins at the time 
the source becomes majorthe source becomes major

uuApplicability accounting period for deApplicability accounting period for de minimisminimis
emission increases can go back to January 1, 1991 emission increases can go back to January 1, 1991 
(See Example 6 in NSR Case Studies document)(See Example 6 in NSR Case Studies document)

uuContemporaneous period for major modification Contemporaneous period for major modification 
can go back 5 years  (See Example 7 in NSR Case can go back 5 years  (See Example 7 in NSR Case 
Studies document)Studies document)



NSR Requirements
NSR requirements include:NSR requirements include:
uu Installation of controls to achieve the Lowest Installation of controls to achieve the Lowest 

Achievable Emissions Rate (LAER) Achievable Emissions Rate (LAER) 
uuAny potential to emit increase, which exceeds the Any potential to emit increase, which exceeds the 

threshold limits in Section 127.203,  must be offset threshold limits in Section 127.203,  must be offset 
by sufficient Emission Reduction Credits (by sufficient Emission Reduction Credits (ERCsERCs) ) 
which are usually generated through reductions in which are usually generated through reductions in 
emissions from existing sources or the shutdown of emissions from existing sources or the shutdown of 
existing sourcesexisting sources



LAER - Lowest Achievable 
Emission Rate

uuThe more stringent emission rate of:The more stringent emission rate of:
–– the limitation imposed by a SIP for that source class or the limitation imposed by a SIP for that source class or 

category unless demonstrated unachievablecategory unless demonstrated unachievable
–– the limitation achieved in practice by the class or the limitation achieved in practice by the class or 

category of sourcecategory of source
uuMay not allow a new or modified source to exceed May not allow a new or modified source to exceed 

allowable emissions imposed by an applicable new allowable emissions imposed by an applicable new 
source performance standardsource performance standard



LAER Requirement

uuApplies to a new or modified facility or source Applies to a new or modified facility or source 
subject to Subchapter Esubject to Subchapter E

uuReevaluation of LAER compliance for a project that:Reevaluation of LAER compliance for a project that:
–– does not begin construction w/in 18 mo. of  plan does not begin construction w/in 18 mo. of  plan 

approvalapproval
–– discontinues construction for 18 mo. or more.discontinues construction for 18 mo. or more.
–– does not complete construction w/in specified timedoes not complete construction w/in specified time
–– delays a phase for >18 mo. beyond its projected delays a phase for >18 mo. beyond its projected 

start datestart date



Offset Requirement

uuEvery new facility or modification to a facility Every new facility or modification to a facility 
which is subject to Subchapter E must offset which is subject to Subchapter E must offset 
increases in potential to emit with the necessary increases in potential to emit with the necessary 
emission reduction credits (emission reduction credits (ERCsERCs) ) 



Offset Ratios
Pollutant    | Attainment Status  | Flue/FugitivePollutant    | Attainment Status  | Flue/Fugitive EmEm..
Particulate,     PrimaryParticulate,     Primary NonattainmentNonattainment 1.3:1/5:11.3:1/5:1
PMPM--10,10, SOxSOx Secondary                       1.1:1/3:1       .Secondary                       1.1:1/3:1       .
VOCsVOCs ,, NOxNOx SevereSevere NonattainmentNonattainment 1.3:1/1.3:11.3:1/1.3:1
VOCsVOCs Moderate                        1.15:1/1.3:1Moderate                        1.15:1/1.3:1
NOX              Moderate                         1.15:1/1.15:1NOX              Moderate                         1.15:1/1.15:1
CO                 PrimaryCO                 Primary NonattainmentNonattainment 1.1:1/1.1:1    .    1.1:1/1.1:1    .    
Lead                                                       1.1:1Lead                                                       1.1:1/1.1:1     .   /1.1:1     .   



Alternatives Requirement

An analysis shall be conducted for each proposed An analysis shall be conducted for each proposed 
new or modified NSR facility of:new or modified NSR facility of:

uu alternative sites, sizes, production processes and alternative sites, sizes, production processes and 
environmental control techniques; andenvironmental control techniques; and

uu environmental and social costs imposed within the environmental and social costs imposed within the 
Commonwealth as a result of the facility’s location, Commonwealth as a result of the facility’s location, 
construction or modification vs. the potential construction or modification vs. the potential 
benefits benefits 



Compliance Requirement
uuAll NSR facilities, located within the All NSR facilities, located within the 

Commonwealth, and under common control of the Commonwealth, and under common control of the 
applicant must be in compliance or on a Department applicant must be in compliance or on a Department 
approved compliance scheduleapproved compliance schedule

uuA responsible official of the facility must certify in A responsible official of the facility must certify in 
writing on a Department provided form as to the writing on a Department provided form as to the 
facility’s compliance statusfacility’s compliance status

uuComplete and submit the Compliance History Form Complete and submit the Compliance History Form 
to satisfy the compliance reporting requirement  to satisfy the compliance reporting requirement  



Exemption

uuThe NSR requirements may be waived for The NSR requirements may be waived for 
modifications if the plan approval application modifications if the plan approval application 
demonstrates that:demonstrates that:

uu the primary purpose of the capital expenditure is to the primary purpose of the capital expenditure is to 
comply with new, more stringent regulations; comply with new, more stringent regulations; andand

uu the maximum allowable emissions level does not the maximum allowable emissions level does not 
increaseincrease



Emissions Reduction Credits

An emission reduction which can be considered as a An emission reduction which can be considered as a 
reduction for the purpose of offsetting emissions reduction for the purpose of offsetting emissions 
increases increases must be:must be:

uuSurplusSurplus
uuPermanentPermanent
uuQuantifiable and Quantifiable and 
uuFederally EnforceableFederally Enforceable



Surplus

uuEmission reductions must be included in the Emission reductions must be included in the 
current point source emissions inventorycurrent point source emissions inventory

uuReductions may not be used to satisfy Reductions may not be used to satisfy 
regulatory requirements such as: NSPS, regulatory requirements such as: NSPS, 
LAER, RACT, MACT, BACT, and BATLAER, RACT, MACT, BACT, and BAT



RACT-NSR INTERFACE
uuRACT is applicable to major sources as of RACT is applicable to major sources as of 

November 15, 1992.November 15, 1992.
uuERC baseline must incorporate the effect of RACT ERC baseline must incorporate the effect of RACT 

in establishing the credible amount of emission in establishing the credible amount of emission 
reductionreduction

uuSurplusSurplus----Reduction beyond the statutory Reduction beyond the statutory 
requirements such as RACTrequirements such as RACT

uu In other words, emission reductions necessary to In other words, emission reductions necessary to 
meet NSPS, LAER, RACT, BAT, MACT,BACT meet NSPS, LAER, RACT, BAT, MACT,BACT 
and permit limitations, or any limitations required and permit limitations, or any limitations required 
by the CAA or APCA may not be used towards by the CAA or APCA may not be used towards 
ERCERC



ExampleExample:  Given a 250:  Given a 250 MMBtuMMBtu/hr, coal fired boiler with a/hr, coal fired boiler with a
NOxNOx emission rate of 0.8 lb/emission rate of 0.8 lb/MMBtuMMBtu was shut down in 1994.  was shut down in 1994.  
The average heat input for the last two years was 500.000The average heat input for the last two years was 500.000
MMBtuMMBtu/yr./yr. NOxNOx RACT emission rate was determined to be RACT emission rate was determined to be 
0.45 lb/0.45 lb/MMBtuMMBtu..

ERC CalculationsERC Calculations::----

PTE:  0.8 x 250 x 8760 x 1/2000 = 876 TPYPTE:  0.8 x 250 x 8760 x 1/2000 = 876 TPY

Baseline (Pre RACT) emissions:  0.8 x 500,000/2000 = 200 Baseline (Pre RACT) emissions:  0.8 x 500,000/2000 = 200 
TPYTPY

If the boiler was to be operated with RACT control If the boiler was to be operated with RACT control 
measures the       emissions would be = 0.45 x measures the       emissions would be = 0.45 x 
500,000/2000= 112.5 TPY 500,000/2000= 112.5 TPY 

Thus: Thus: 112.5 TPY112.5 TPY ERCsERCs are eligible to be banked. are eligible to be banked. 



Example: A 250 MMBTu/hr, coal fired boiler with a
NOx emission rate of 0.8 lb/MMBTu was shut down in 
1994.  The annual heat input average was 500,000
MMBTufor the last two years and the NOx RACT 
emission rate was determined to be 0.45 lb/MMBTu.  

ERC Calculations:ERC Calculations:
PTE: 0.8 * 250 * 8760 * 1/2000 = 876 TPYPTE: 0.8 * 250 * 8760 * 1/2000 = 876 TPY

Baseline (PRERACT) emissions: 0.8 * 500,000/2000 = Baseline (PRERACT) emissions: 0.8 * 500,000/2000 = 
200 TPY200 TPY

If the boiler was to be operated with RACT control If the boiler was to be operated with RACT control 
measures the emissions would be = 0.45 * measures the emissions would be = 0.45 * 
500,000/2000 = 500,000/2000 = 112.5 TPY bankable112.5 TPY bankable ERCsERCs



Permanent

uuFederallyFederally--enforceable emissions reductions enforceable emissions reductions 
in an operating permit, orin an operating permit, or

uuSIP revisionSIP revision
uuShutdown sources must meet reporting Shutdown sources must meet reporting 

requirements of Section 127.207requirements of Section 127.207



Quantifiable

uuQuantify emission reductions using Quantify emission reductions using 
–– DER methodologyDER methodology
–– EPA methodologyEPA methodology
–– Alternate methodology consistent with DER or Alternate methodology consistent with DER or 

EPA methodologyEPA methodology

uuEmission reductions may be based on Emission reductions may be based on 
emission factors, stack tests, monitored emission factors, stack tests, monitored 
values, operating rates, or production inputvalues, operating rates, or production input



Federally Enforceable

uuEmission reductions can be made federallyEmission reductions can be made federally--
enforceable through the permitting process, enforceable through the permitting process, 
oror

uuSubmission of a SIP revision to EPASubmission of a SIP revision to EPA



ERC Generation Techniques
uuShutdown of an existing facility (Reactivation vs.Shutdown of an existing facility (Reactivation vs.

ERCsERCs w/in 1 yr.)w/in 1 yr.)
uuPermanent curtailment of production or operating Permanent curtailment of production or operating 

hourshours
uu Improved control measures including improved Improved control measures including improved 

control of fugitive emissionscontrol of fugitive emissions
uuNew technology and materialsNew technology and materials
uuNew process equipmentNew process equipment
uuEconomic Incentive Plan (EIP)Economic Incentive Plan (EIP)



Reactivation vs. ERCs
For a partially or completely shutdown facility, where For a partially or completely shutdown facility, where 

it is uncertain that reactivation or permanent it is uncertain that reactivation or permanent 
shutdown and ERC creation is desired, the facility:shutdown and ERC creation is desired, the facility:

uu must file an ERC Registry Application within 1 year of the must file an ERC Registry Application within 1 year of the 
shutdown and inform the appropriate Regional Office not shutdown and inform the appropriate Regional Office not 
to amend the permit for ERC creationto amend the permit for ERC creation

or/andor/and
uu must submit a maintenance plan within 1 year of the must submit a maintenance plan within 1 year of the 

shutdown and inform the appropriate Regional Office to shutdown and inform the appropriate Regional Office to 
preserve the inventory of emissionspreserve the inventory of emissions

Facility may change decision regarding reactivation or ERC Facility may change decision regarding reactivation or ERC 
creation within 1 year of the shutdowncreation within 1 year of the shutdown



Major Facility ERC Generation

uuSourceSource-- reductions or shutdown uses permit reductions or shutdown uses permit 
conditioncondition

uuFacilityFacility-- shutdown uses permit revocation shutdown uses permit revocation 
and inventory transactionand inventory transaction

uuGrandfatheredGrandfathered SourceSource--
–– reductionsreductions-- source must get under a source must get under a 

permit, permit, 
–– shutdown uses inventory transactionshutdown uses inventory transaction



Minor Facility ERC Generation 
uuMust meet Major Source requirements Must meet Major Source requirements 

(Permanent, Surplus, Quantifiable, (Permanent, Surplus, Quantifiable, 
Federally Enforceable)Federally Enforceable)

uuFor minor facility shutdowns an Economic For minor facility shutdowns an Economic 
Incentive Plan (EIP), is the best mechanism Incentive Plan (EIP), is the best mechanism 
to meet the requirements for revision to the to meet the requirements for revision to the 
SIP.SIP.



Minor Facility ERC Generation

uuEmissions from facilities not in the SIP inventory, Emissions from facilities not in the SIP inventory, 
accounted for in the Area Source Inventory, must be accounted for in the Area Source Inventory, must be 
transferred to the Point source inventorytransferred to the Point source inventory

uuThe Department can determine thatThe Department can determine that ERCsERCs were were 
approvable at the time the reductions were made if approvable at the time the reductions were made if 
the application form contains the information the application form contains the information 
necessary to demonstratenecessary to demonstrate approvabilityapprovability

uuMinor source application is available from the Minor source application is available from the 
DepartmentDepartment



Bankruptcy ERC Generation

uuERCsERCs may be generated if all emission fees may be generated if all emission fees 
have been paid, orhave been paid, or

uuAgreement with the trustee to pay emission Agreement with the trustee to pay emission 
fees for all credits generatedfees for all credits generated



Use of ERCs

A facility may useA facility may use ERCsERCs ::
uuCreated internally to netCreated internally to net--out of NSR, as out of NSR, as 

internal offsets or for banking and trading internal offsets or for banking and trading 
uuObtained externally to meet NSR offset Obtained externally to meet NSR offset 

requirementsrequirements



Netting (1:1)
uuOutside Philadelphia CMSA: Add proposed Outside Philadelphia CMSA: Add proposed 

potential emission increase from the modification to potential emission increase from the modification to 
all potential emissions increases and actual all potential emissions increases and actual 
decreases within a contemporaneous period or decreases within a contemporaneous period or 
within the applicability accounting periodwithin the applicability accounting period

uu Inside Philadelphia CMSA: Add proposed potential Inside Philadelphia CMSA: Add proposed potential 
emission increase with actual emission decreases if emission increase with actual emission decreases if 
the decreases are part of the same projectthe decreases are part of the same project

NOTE:  Emissions decreases and increases included in a netting NOTE:  Emissions decreases and increases included in a netting 
transaction must be processed through the ERC Registry systemtransaction must be processed through the ERC Registry system



Internal Offset 

uuOutside  Philadelphia CMSA:  The use ofOutside  Philadelphia CMSA:  The use of
ERCsERCs generated at the same facility at a generated at the same facility at a 
1.15:1 ratio to meet NSR offset 1.15:1 ratio to meet NSR offset 
requirements beyond the contemporaneous requirements beyond the contemporaneous 
periodperiod

uu Inside Philadelphia CMSA: The use ofInside Philadelphia CMSA: The use of
ERCsERCs generated at the same facility at a generated at the same facility at a 
1.3:1 ratio to avoid LAER requirements and 1.3:1 ratio to avoid LAER requirements and 
to meet NSR offset requirementsto meet NSR offset requirements



External Offset 

uuOutside Philadelphia CMSA:  The use ofOutside Philadelphia CMSA:  The use of
ERCsERCs generated at an another facility at a generated at an another facility at a 
1.15:1 ratio to meet NSR offset 1.15:1 ratio to meet NSR offset 
requirementsrequirements

uu Inside  Philadelphia CMSA: The use ofInside  Philadelphia CMSA: The use of
ERCsERCs generated at an another facility at a generated at an another facility at a 
1.3:1 ratio to meet NSR offset requirements1.3:1 ratio to meet NSR offset requirements



Banked ERCs

uuERCsERCs banked prior to January 1, 1991 may not be banked prior to January 1, 1991 may not be 
used for emission offsetsused for emission offsets

uuDepartment approvedDepartment approved ERCsERCs generated prior to generated prior to 
January 1, 1991 may be used in applicability January 1, 1991 may be used in applicability 
determinations for netting purposes, if the determinations for netting purposes, if the 
increases are offset at the applicable ratioincreases are offset at the applicable ratio



Emissions Cap
uuFacilities may operate multiple sources Facilities may operate multiple sources 

under a federally enforceable emissions cap, under a federally enforceable emissions cap, 
provided that:provided that:
existing emissions cap established to avoid existing emissions cap established to avoid 
an applicable requirements may not be an applicable requirements may not be 
violatedviolated
The cap may not allow any source to violate The cap may not allow any source to violate 
other applicable requirementsother applicable requirements



External use of ERCs
(Outside the Philadelphia 

CMSA)
uuDeposit in the ERC Registry system for Deposit in the ERC Registry system for 

banking and tradingbanking and trading
uuExternal OffsetsExternal Offsets-- The use ofThe use of ERCsERCs at at 

1.15:1 ratio  generated at one facility and 1.15:1 ratio  generated at one facility and 
traded to another facility through the ERC traded to another facility through the ERC 
Registry systemRegistry system



ERC Trading Requirements

uuERCsERCs can not be traded to and used in an area with can not be traded to and used in an area with 
a highera higher nonattainmentnonattainment area (NAA) classification area (NAA) classification 
than the area in which thethan the area in which the ERCsERCs were createdwere created

uuERCsERCs must be acquired for use as offsets from an must be acquired for use as offsets from an 
ERCERC--generating facility in the same NAAgenerating facility in the same NAA

uuExceptExcept
TheThe ERCsERCs may be acquired from a facility located may be acquired from a facility located 
in higher NAA within 2 days transport upwind or in higher NAA within 2 days transport upwind or 
within 200 km. of the ERCwithin 200 km. of the ERC--using facility using facility 



VOC & NOx ERC Trading

The entire state, with the The entire state, with the 
exception of the Philadelphia exception of the Philadelphia 
CMSA severe NAA, is treated as a CMSA severe NAA, is treated as a 
single, moderate NAAsingle, moderate NAA



Proportional Reduction of
ERCs 

Registered credits will be proportionally Registered credits will be proportionally 
reduced at a facility if :reduced at a facility if :

uunew requirements are promulgated that new requirements are promulgated that 
would have required those reductionswould have required those reductions

uu regulations are promulgated establishing regulations are promulgated establishing 
registry reductions to attain the NAAQS or registry reductions to attain the NAAQS or 
meet other CAA requirementsmeet other CAA requirements



Expiration of ERCs 
uuOvercontrolOvercontrol credits will not expire for use as offsets credits will not expire for use as offsets 

but are limited to the contemporaneous period for but are limited to the contemporaneous period for 
netting purposesnetting purposes

uuCurtailment or shutdown credits are limited to 10 Curtailment or shutdown credits are limited to 10 
years for offsets and are restricted for years for offsets and are restricted for 
contemporaneous period for netting purposescontemporaneous period for netting purposes

uuCurtailment or shutdown credits reentered in the Curtailment or shutdown credits reentered in the 
registry expire on the original 10 year date and are registry expire on the original 10 year date and are 
subject to applicable proportional reductionssubject to applicable proportional reductions



Special ERC Rules for NOx or VOC 
Facilities in the Philadelphia CMSA

uuNettingNetting-- The use of emission reductions orThe use of emission reductions or ERCsERCs
at a 1:1 ratio to net deat a 1:1 ratio to net de minimisminimis emission increases emission increases 
when generated internally at the same time and as when generated internally at the same time and as 
part of the project which results depart of the project which results de minimisminimis
emission increase (all previous deemission increase (all previous de minimisminimis
increases must be internally offset)increases must be internally offset)

uu Internal OffsetsInternal Offsets-- The use ofThe use of ERCsERCs generated generated 
internally at a 1.3:1 ratio to meet NSR offset internally at a 1.3:1 ratio to meet NSR offset 
requirements (including derequirements (including de minimisminimis increases not increases not 
offset by netting)offset by netting)



Special Modification Rules for NOx or VOC 
Facilities in the Philadelphia CMSA

uuNetting of deNetting of de minimisminimis emission increases avoids emission increases avoids 
contemporaneous aggregation contemporaneous aggregation 

uu If offsets are required: If offsets are required: 
–– Use of internal offset avoids the LAER requirementUse of internal offset avoids the LAER requirement
–– Use of external offsets for a facility with the Use of external offsets for a facility with the 

potential to emit <100 TPY, BACT is substituted for potential to emit <100 TPY, BACT is substituted for 
LAERLAER

–– Use of external offsets for a facility with the Use of external offsets for a facility with the 
potential to emit >100 TPY, LAER is requiredpotential to emit >100 TPY, LAER is required

uu In all cases the facility shall comply with plan approval In all cases the facility shall comply with plan approval 
requirementsrequirements



Example - Outside Phila. 
CMSA

uuUnappealedUnappealed operating permit has a 99 TPY VOC operating permit has a 99 TPY VOC 
cap established in 1991 to avoid LAERcap established in 1991 to avoid LAER

uuFacility violates cap and emits 121 TPYFacility violates cap and emits 121 TPY
uuFacility now argues TPY cap did not limit potential Facility now argues TPY cap did not limit potential 

to emit and wants to increase hours of operation to emit and wants to increase hours of operation 
with resulting emissions of 200 TPYwith resulting emissions of 200 TPY

uuFacility Facility cannot  cannot  avoid NSR for emission increases avoid NSR for emission increases 
above 138 TPY (99 + 39)above 138 TPY (99 + 39)



Example - Inside Phila. CMSA

uuOperating permit limits hours of operation to 2,920 Operating permit limits hours of operation to 2,920 
annually (1 shift)annually (1 shift)

uuCap based on BAT analysis from 1986 plan approvalCap based on BAT analysis from 1986 plan approval
uu Potential to emit is based onPotential to emit is based on NOxNOx cap of 60 TPYcap of 60 TPY
uu Facility fails to list operating hours restriction on Facility fails to list operating hours restriction on 

Title V applicationTitle V application
uuEffect of application would increase potential to emit Effect of application would increase potential to emit 

by factor of 3by factor of 3
uuThis is a major modification requiring plan approval, This is a major modification requiring plan approval, 

offsets, and LAERoffsets, and LAER



Questions?



Title V Status

uuTitle V, State Plan Approval and Operating Permit Title V, State Plan Approval and Operating Permit 
SIP and 112 approval sent to EPA May 15, 1995SIP and 112 approval sent to EPA May 15, 1995

uu2 of 3 permit calls have been made, the timely and 2 of 3 permit calls have been made, the timely and 
completeness clock is running, #3 is expected to go completeness clock is running, #3 is expected to go 
out by the end of  Julyout by the end of  July

uuPhiladelphia Air Management Service is in the Philadelphia Air Management Service is in the 
process of adopting the Department’s regulation by process of adopting the Department’s regulation by 
referencereference

uuThe Department and the Allegheny County Health The Department and the Allegheny County Health 
Department are working together to finalize the Department are working together to finalize the 
county’s Title V regulationcounty’s Title V regulation



Transition Issues
uuAnnual operating permit fees for sources located at Annual operating permit fees for sources located at 

Title V facilities end September 1, 1995Title V facilities end September 1, 1995
uuTitle V application is the permit renewal application Title V application is the permit renewal application 

for all existing source operating permits at a Title V for all existing source operating permits at a Title V 
facilityfacility

uuNew or modified sources at a Title V facility must New or modified sources at a Title V facility must 
follow the Chap. 127 plan approval and operating follow the Chap. 127 plan approval and operating 
permit provisionspermit provisions

uuSources seeking synthetic minor status must request Sources seeking synthetic minor status must request 
it by the date that the Title V application was due it by the date that the Title V application was due 
and submit an application by November 27, 1995       and submit an application by November 27, 1995       



Transition Issues (cont.)

uuSources applying for synthetic minor status must Sources applying for synthetic minor status must 
commit to meeting the emission limitations commit to meeting the emission limitations 
contained in its application during the review periodcontained in its application during the review period

uuSources applying for synthetic minor status, whose Sources applying for synthetic minor status, whose 
1994 actual emissions were below the “Title V 1994 actual emissions were below the “Title V 
Facility” threshold, do not have to pay emission Facility” threshold, do not have to pay emission 
fees unless deniedfees unless denied

uuSynthetic minor sources must follow the state only Synthetic minor sources must follow the state only 
plan approval and operating permit provisions plan approval and operating permit provisions 



Compliance Permits

uuSection 7.2 of the Air Pollution Control Act Section 7.2 of the Air Pollution Control Act 
authorizes compliance permits to address authorizes compliance permits to address 
compliance problemscompliance problems

uuCompliance permits can be used to limit or Compliance permits can be used to limit or 
possibly eliminate third party exposurepossibly eliminate third party exposure



Title V/RACT/NSR/PSD Interface
uu Emission limitations established as part of RACT, NSR, Emission limitations established as part of RACT, NSR, 

PSD or BAT approval are applicable requirements for Title PSD or BAT approval are applicable requirements for Title 
V permitsV permits

uu Emission caps can be established as part of the Title V Emission caps can be established as part of the Title V 
operating permit which allow trading within the Title V operating permit which allow trading within the Title V 
facilityfacility

uu Facilities may generateFacilities may generate ERCsERCs through the Title V program through the Title V program 
or when accepting emission limitations to become a or when accepting emission limitations to become a 
synthetic minor if there are actual emission reductionssynthetic minor if there are actual emission reductions

uu Attempting to use the Title V operating permit to delete or Attempting to use the Title V operating permit to delete or 
revise emission or operational limitations established by revise emission or operational limitations established by 
existing operating permits may trigger NSR existing operating permits may trigger NSR requirementsrequirements


